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Concertina World #434
Music Supplement

I occasionally wonder if these Music Supplements
actually have a value to our members - I know when
I first joined the ICA my main interest was not in
the news and views - but in the Music!! Recently
though I have been to a couple of events where the
collected players pulled out used supplements from
their gig bags - and everyone sat down and played
music from them.  So - I guess I have my answer -
they do serve a purpose!!

There is a small problem though - what do we put in
the Supplements?  Ideally, they should carry your
contributions - your compositions, discoveries,
arrangements - or simply the pieces of music you
enjoy playing so much - you want everyone else to
share in your pleasure!  I remember discovering
Archie Dagg’s “Elsey’s Waltz” and taking some
copies to Concertinas@Witney ... As I came back to
the Henry Box School after lunch I heard a group of
players working their way through the music ... It
felt like a real thank-you!

Anyway - we had no idea what theme to base this
supplement on until, while reading “The Living
Tradition Issue 68 (May/June 2006) I came across
an item by “Mike Mandolin” who had conducted a
survey of 20 session musicians and published a list
of the “top twelve” (top 150 actually).Mike secured
me the complete list and permission to use/publish
it.  So here we have it - the Session Supplement.

The idea of this supplement is that, along with the
50 most popular session tunes, four of our own
session gurus have supplied their “rules of

etiquette” for a session - so you have no excuse but
to read, learn - and get stuck in!  They are
remarkably consistent in their advice  - and since
they represent all four point of the compass (from
where I live) I’d suggest their advice is pretty
general over the country!

With regards to the tunes included  - I’ve worked
from the openly available web resources and selected
those tunes that are recognisable as similar (or
exactly the same) as in my tune “bible” - the
wonderful “Lewes Favourites” ( which no session
player should be without! ) I shall try to set out the
simple steps I took to extract the tunes from the
web resources - so with a little work you can find and
play other versions - or completely new tunes.  In
truth - you need never be without the dots ... But if
you do want to play in sessions - it is recommended
“Don’t be dotty - be dot free!”

And one last piece of advice : HAVE FUN!!

The SESSIONS
SUPPLEMENT

A special thank you to all the contributors in this
supplement  - I’m sure that , if you are their “area”
during the Summer, they will make you most welcome
at their sessions.  Looking forward to issue #435 -
some contributions from you the members would be
most welcome - if every member spent the next month
or so identifying a tune/ piece of music they really
enjoyed or have written  to Gill marked “Music Supple-
ment” ) we have enough music to fill this supplement
ten times over - so Please - get picking or writing and
sending - remember - a Concertina only works when it’s
playing music - give them something to work on!
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Underneath this text you’ll find the re-
sults of Mandolin Mikes survey , where, in
the TOTAL column you find how many
(out of the twenty people asked) selected
the tune.
Enjoy, hopefully learn - and maybe, if you
don’t attend sessions  players might like
to use the various pages as “warm up ex-
ercises”!

Tune    TOTAL  Page

Athol Highlanders  2  3
Bodmin Riding March  2  3
Bonny Kate   6  4
Buttered Peas   2  4
Captain Lanoe’s March  2  4
Curly Headed Ploughboy 2  5
Dark Girl Dressed in Blue 2  4
Davy Davy Knick Knack 3  6
Dingle Regatta   3  5
Double Lead Through  2  5
Enrico (Jacob)   7  8
Galopede   5  6
Girl I left Behind   6  6
Gloucester Hornpipe  2  8
Grandfathers Tune  2  8
Great North Run  2  9
Harpers Frolick  5  9
Harvest Home   3  9
Hunt the Squirrel  2  10
Jenny Lind Polka  6  10
Jimmy/Jamie Allen  6  10
Keel Row   2  9
La Russe   3  12
Man in the Moon  4  12
Michael Turners Waltz 6  12
Monks March   3  13
Morpeth Rant   5  13
Nae LuckAbout the House 2  10
Navvie on the Line  2  13
New Rigged Ship  3  14
Off She Goes   2  14
Off to California  2  14
Out in the Ocean  2  15
Oyster Girl   7  15
Princess Royal   7  17
Rochdale Coconut Dance 2  17
Rose Tree   2  18
Salmon Tails   8  17

Seven Stars   4  18
Sherborne Waltz   4  18
Si Bheag Si Mhor  2  19
Smash the Windows  2  19
Soldiers Joy   5  19
Speed the Plough  10  20
Spirit of the Dance  2  20
Sweets of May   3  23
The Cotillion   2  20
The Quaker   4  22
Three Around Three  10  22
Trumpet Hornpipe   2  24
Uncle Bernards’s Polka  2  23
Walter Bulwer’s (1 &2)  4  23
Winster Gallop   6  23

Other Contributions:

1 Valmai Goodyear and Bryan Creer
   Sussex Session Etiquette  7

Paul McCann
   Session tips    11

Chris Timson
   The Unwritten Rules   16

Geoff Wright
  Advice from the top of his head 21

Using the Internet to find a tune 24

In general

Listen and Learn
Don’t disrupt or interrupt

Listen and Learn
If in doubt - butt out - not in

Listen and Learn
Don’t even know what a bodhran is!

Listen and Learn
Don’t rush the tune -

Listen and Learn
if a tune's worth playing it's worth playing

LOTS
Listen and Learn

Play the same tune as everyone else
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Valmai Goodyear and Bryan Creer

SUSSEX SESSION ETIQUETTE

In Cold Comfort Farm, Flora Poste reflects
that 'Sussex is not quite like other coun-
ties'. It's true of sessions in that whoever is
leading the evening generally referees the
event rather more than they do elsewhere.
When you stumble across a group of the lo-
cal fauna, treat them as you would a family
of mountain gorillas: observe their behaviour
and try to fit in with it rather than challeng-
ing it. In some places it is normal to jump in
and lead a tune: in rather more it is normal
to wait to be invited by the person whose
session it is. This generally means that less
confident players get a chance to start a
tune without being mown down. You can al-
ways catch the session leader's eye or even
ask in a cheery fashion if you can lead a set
if you feel you're being overlooked.

If you're in the sort of session where people
launch into tunes without being asked and
the loudest instrument generally wins, don't
keep on doing it. Let everyone else have a
turn. Concertina players, especially of the
English system, are often shy, diffident indi-
viduals who are unlikely to offend in this way.

A lot of sessions are for tunes only. Don't
launch into a song unless you've seen one of
the natives do it.

A lot of sessions are predominantly for Eng-
lish tunes, as well. Listen to what is being
played before launching into a set of Irish
reels. Leave your bodhran behind, preferably
in the next county.

If you arrive after a session has been going
for some while it does no harm to ask if a
set you plan to play has already been done.

Holding a loud conversation next to someone
who is leading a set is distracting for them.
Hardly anyone can speak when playing, so
wait until the end of a tune before attempt-
ing to chat to a player.

Sets are usually of two or three tunes played
three times each. In Sussex, however, a few
pairs of tunes are habitually played in the
pattern of twice through the first, twice
through the second, once through the first
and then once through the second. This is
announced as
'Two and two and one and one'. When applied
to pairs such as Scan Tester's Number One
and Number Two polkas, always played with
Number Two first, they are preceded by the
cry 'Scan's Number Two and Number One,
two and two and one and one'.

Some sets are very strongly associated with
the individual players who were inspired to
put them together. Don't lead one of these
if the originator is in the session.

Don't play Dingle Regatta if Dan Quinn is in
the room. It appears to cause him physical
distress.

Smoking is uncommon in English sessions
these days. This is in sharp contrast to Irish
sessions, where smoking is compulsory and
roll-ups are mandatory, the statutory pro-
portion of paper to tobacco being 50-50.
Having been lit, the things are then left
smouldering in the ash-tray
for the duration of the next set, which is
not permitted to be less than five reels in
length.
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Paul McCann’s Session Tips

Joining in with a session
Basic Session Etiquette and some useful Tips

1 Is it a free-for-all or is an individual
player or a group running it (however
discreetly)?  Very few sessions are
totally unmanaged.  When you join, try
to find out what the format of the
session is, so that you don’t end up
looking like the man who put Coke in his
40-year-old single malt whisky!

2 Make sure you’re not joining in with
someone’s party-piece!  If a lot of
others are joining in, or the lead player
has invited people to join, it’s usually
OK.  But always follow the lead player
and watch out for changes of tune,
speed or rhythm, and for the end, of
course!

3 Don’t gallop off – watch the speed, follow
a strong steady player (if there is
one!). It’s all too easy to speed up and
play more loudly when you don’t know
the tune well and are snatching at
notes.

4 Pay close attention to eye contact
(especially with anyone who is leading
the tune) and body language.   For
example, a raised foot may mean a
change coming up or it may mean the
end of the set is coming.  If in doubt,
play more quietly or just stop playing
until it sorts itself out.  Sometimes a
change of posture might signal a
change in tempo or speed.

Do you know the tune?
If not, how do you join in?
How do you know what key the tune is in?

Most tunes played in folk music sessions in
Britain are in G, D, A, or C major or their

respective minors (E,  B, F#, A minors).  Also,
less often, in F major, B-flat etc.  Of course,
they could be in any key at all, especially if
woodwind or brass are leading the tunes.
Tips:
1) Play quietly to start with, until you know

what you’re doing!
2) Don’t try to learn all the notes all at once,

at speed – you’ll probably fail!
3) Find a note and identify it on your

instrument.  Very often the first full
note, or the note on which the music ends
will be the “key note”.  If there are lots
of melodeons playing, the tune is highly
likely to be in G or D major, E minor or A
minor!

4) Having “placed” the key you can try filling
in as other notes become apparent.  Try to
get a feel for the structure of the tune.

Example: The Kesh Jig in G.  It has a
structure that can be deciphered from the
jumble of notes:  The most important notes in
each phrase are :G-A-E(G)E-D-G-A-E-G-A-G,
these notes being the main beats of emphasis
of each bar in the A-part of the tune.   There
is also a sub-structure to the tune (what I
call the “shape” of the tune).  For the Kesh
Jig I might describe this as
G-A-B-CD-G-A-BCBAG.   This may also
suggest some harmonies or chords to play to
join in with the tune even if you don’t know all
the notes.  This approach also enables you to
join in with a tune that is being played more
quickly than you would be able to if you
played all the notes.
5) Finding a bass note (or chord) for
accompaniment ---
e.g. the Kesh A-part:
G--D--C----D--G--D—C--D-G,

or an interesting alternative might be
 Em—F# -– G-–C-D-Em--D--C-Em-D-G.
There will be many others….
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Chris Timson
answering the question:
What are the "unwritten rules" that if
followed would prevent a session virgin
making a complete t*t of themselves!

Well, rule 1 when going into a new session for the
first time is simply to lie low for a bit and listen
to what's going on: what sort of music is being
played, how many times through people play
things, if there's any order to what is going on,
that sort of thing. Only then should you try lead-
ing anything. Sessions of any kind of music are all
about listening, I can't stress that highly enough.
It sounds paradoxical, but there it is. How can
you play with other people unless you are listening
to them?

Rules 2 and 3 are the same as rule 1.

The key to sessions is that they are co-operative
ventures, and people who want to be superstars
and the centre of attention merely spoil it for
everyone else. Also, if all you do is strum a guitar
loudly then expect a few askance looks.

At our home session in Bradford on Avon there a
number of unwritten rules as follows:-

- Tunes from anywhere in the world that isn't
green on the map. Thanks to the late Mick Brooks
for that one. We call it an English session but
that's a pretty flexible term.

- No bodhrans.

- Tunes get played at least three times through
to give people a chance to learn them (my motto:
if a tune's worth playing it's worth playing LOTS).

- The speed that someone starts a tune is always
maintained even if you think they are wrong. It is
the height of discourtesy in a session to try and
speed someone up (or even slow them down). The
most that's allowed is muttering darkly in your
beard after the tune has finished.

- No bodhrans.

- If you start a tune and no one joins in, that usu-
ally means we don't know it but we're listening to
it, so don't stop. We can't learn it otherwise.

- We prefer G or D plus related minors, but
aren't too religious about it. Just don't expect
the melodeon players to join in your Bb opus.

- No bodhrans.

> Plus any "handy hints" as to how to grow in the
session environment

The best way to grow in the session environment
is to go to lots. If there isn't a decent one near
you do what we did. We started one.

Our session starts at 8.30, and about a year ago
some of our less experienced players started ar-
riving an hour earlier to have a practice session
where they could play tunes that crop up fre-
quently in the session a bit more slowly, with room
for making mistakes and sometimes using dots.
That this has proved beneficial is shown by the
fact that they are still doing it now.

There are a lot of popular tunes in the session,
but to pick a few that also come up a lot in other
sessions I would go for:-

- Galopede (usually played with Tannerman by Flos
Headford, but that tune isn't so well known na-
tionally)
- Three Around Three
- Harpers Frolick / Bonny Kate
- Princess Royal (with slows)
- Oyster Girl
- Jenny Lind Polka
- Uncle Bernards
- Speed the Plough.

Chris Timson    Have concertinas, will travel
                  and               The Concertina FAQ:
www.concertina.info
        Anne Gregson       Anne Gregson Cards:
www.gregsoncards.co.uk
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GEOFF WRIGHT : created a piece at work -
but realising there was a deadline - ran the
following off “the top of his head”!

The best advice I have seen to newbies at any
session is, rather than play, "Be a fly on the wall in
terms of observation and a sponge in terms of
absorption".

At a new session, you are sometimes better armed
with a notebook and pen than your instrument. Wait
and see what the session level is and whether you
might get an opportunity to play or not. You might
learn more by asking, listening and watching if you
don't play. If the session is of your standard, befriend
a regular and ask for some names of suitable tunes
you might learn, look them up on the internet (beware
- they may be a different version). There are
numerous places to ask for the dots for tunes you
can't find online. Ask if minidisks/ tape recorders are
allowed. You might ask a regular if they would play
through one of your tunes with you (at your speed).

Before you get to the session
DO
Listen to as much music as you can
Digitally record the stuff you like so you can play it
slowly through a slower-down
Start/Join a group of players at a similar level and
practise at home or early in the session
Attend the various workshops at Witney, Swaledale,
Lewes etc on how to survive a session
Befriend a mentor

When you get to the session
DONT
Take up seats if you aren't playing
Touch others instruments
Talk loudly during tunes
Be afraid to ask questions during a lull
Noodle
Play with your ears (or eyes) shut
Forget to ask what the unspoken rules are

It might seem obvious, but you will regularly see it
done NEVER pay a different tune if others are
already playing

It is a fact of life that many sessions are not
concertina-friendly - these well attended sessions all
are. As far as the 3 local sessions that I visit, they are
nearly all exclusively musicians only and one is
concertinas only. One might be regarded as a steady-
ish session, the other two probably not. All positively
encourage beginners on concertina.

Royal Hotel, Dungworth, Sheffield, S Yorks
:Usually fortnightly concertina-only session (singing is
rare). The repertoire is Trad-English, Irish and
Northumbrian tunes (played reasonably briskly) on
Anglo and English concertinas (duets are rare). Sets

are two or three tunes, two or three times through
each. Lists of some of our repertoire has been posted
on concertina.net in the past. Interestingly enough,
we have had English-concertina only nights for dot-
readers  (by request) and found that nearly all the
Anglo players all played English concertina as well
(and were very competent dot-readers). In fact, there
were complaints that the Anglo players still played
English concertina too loud and too fast - we can't
win.
Dots and non-readers both welcome. Learners are
definitely encouraged and encouraged to play this
weeks tunes with the more experienced players.
There are usually concertinas in bits at meetings so it
is always interesting if you want to see inside different
boxes.
The home-made pies at the Royal are worth a long
journey.

George and Dragon, West Haddlesey, Selby N.
Yorks
Jemmy Hirst at the Rose and Crown, Rawcliffe,
Howden, E Yorks
This Selby session is different in that it meets weekly
and alternates between two pubs. Again, the
repertoire is Trad-English, Irish and Northumbrian
tunes and the pace is quite fast. The sets can be
quite long, two or three times through each, and
quantity of tunes is often the order of the evening. A
broad spread of instruments is found, but both Anglo
and English concertinas are represented (again duets
are rare).
Again, learners are definitely encouraged and quite a
few of the younger players meet up early to play this
weeks tunes through with the more experienced
players, before too many people arrive.
Excellent food at the George and Dragon and Jemmy
Hirst is "beer-heaven".

AVID Session, The Waterfront, West Stockwith,
Gainsborough, Lincs
AVID (Awaken Village Interest In Dance) run informal
village dances around North Lincs. to encourage
anyone to dance, call or play in the band. They also
host a monthly French tunes session and a monthly
trad-English tunes session.
I attend the dances trad-English sessions. Anglo and
English concertinas feature strongly at the sessions
along with a broad spread of other instruments. The
repertoire is mainly trad-English played at the
"proper", steadier speed as many of the players are
the core AVID dance band musicians. Beginners are
actively encouraged to improve and play in the band.
Sets are two or three tunes played quite a number of
times through and singers are occasionally heard.
They have also produced two excellent volumes of
their dance tunes (with vol 3 in progress).
Excellent food is available at this canal-side pub.

Advice or details of any of these sessions can be
obtained from me at brackenrigg@gmail.com.
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Using the Internet to find a tune ...

This is applicable to a PC running a Windows Operating
System.  Software required :
a Web browser : e.g. Firefox or Widows Explorer.
A text editor : e.g. Notebook
An abc music program: there are many - use your
favourite : I favour "Abacus" (written by Bryan Creer
http://members.aol.com/abacusmusic/)  and "Harmony
Assistant" or Melody Assistant.
Optional : a Music editing program : I favour "Mozart
2005" as it allows me to edit the music into the graphic
format required for this Music Supplement. I understand
Noteworthy is well worth investigating!

Open Goggle and search for "tune finder abc" - select the
first "hit" in my case "JC's ABC Tune Finder" (this has an
address of :
http://ecf-guest.mit.edu/~jc/cgi/abc/tunefind)

Enter the tune name you want  to search for and click the
"find" box.  Depending on your success you may find a page
or two of hits based on your search input.  On the left
side there are hyper links to various music formats.  I
used the "abc" format choice.

Using the "Tune information" to select different versions
of a tune I would open a "abc hyper link" (there is a delay
function in the program to protect the data from "web
bots" - if the data doesn't appear, use the "back arrow"
to return to the search results page and try again).  When
the data appears - highlight the abc code and copy it -
then open notebook and paste it into the opened page.
You can copy as many versions - or indeed tunes - into
Notebook- as you want.  When satisfied - save the
Notebook data as "filename.abc"

Open Abacus and using the File/Open command open
"filename.abc" - you should find a tune list - select the tune
you want to listen to (Ctl L - will re-open the tune list and
allow very quick switching between tunes). click the play
button ... and off you go!  (I have no intention here to go
into the fine details of Abacus - which I personally think is
one of the most usable of the "abc" programs ... however,
one small warning to anyone using a computer with the
Operating System "Windows XP" - Abacus doesn't like the
silver colour scheme!

To process the music further - having selected my "version"
using Abacus - I opened that version in "Harmony Assistant"
(I prefer Harmony to Melody as the standard score display
is better) using the "Import / abc" function.  To transfer
the data into Mozart I export ed a midi file (Midi1) out of
Harmony Assistant - and then import it into Mozart ... edit
and save as required.  Needless to say at this point you can
use your own personal favourite Music editor.

I hope these notes will help you explore the vast collection
of available music - and also provide you with access to the
"dots" for any session tune you might meet that isn't in this
collection!  I did have a "bible" next to me while I extracted
these tunes ... Andy Warburton's "The Lewes Favourites"
(180 of the tunes played in around Lewes).  Even where the
the "Lewes" tunes is identical to the tune I provide - I
actually copied none from the Lewes book (actually I lie - I
copied one ... can you work out which one it was!!) book
available ( see :
http://members.aol.com/lewesarmsfolk/TheBook.html) from
Lewes Arms Folk Club, c/o 20, St. John's Terrace, Lewes,
East Sussex BN7 2DL.
Price £10 + £1 p & p per copy. Please make cheques payable
to Lewes Arms Folk Club.


